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ABSTRACT
The Confederate Reunion Grounds State Historic Site is owned and operated by
the Texas Historical Commission. Interpretation of the site spans the 1864-1940 period
and includes stories of groups that once met there for social events, including the United
Confederate Veterans. In recent years, the Confederate Reunion Grounds has seen a
decline in visitation as well as a reduction in staff. This capstone project focuses on
creating an interpretive master plan to accommodate the change. This interpretive master
plan aims to address the changes that have occurred over the past seven years and set
staff goals and objectives.
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INTRODUCTION
Historic sites provide a sense of place, offering up a space for individuals to go to
and absorb the history around them, connect with the past, and gain knowledge they may
not have previously known. According to the National Trust for Historic Preservation,
historic sites “create connections to our heritage that help us understand our past,
appreciate our triumphs, and learn from our mistakes.”1 In doing so, historic sites also
serve as storytellers and interpreters of the site's history. With this capstone, my aim is to
understand interpretive documents and develop an interpretive master plan that will allow
the Confederate Reunion Grounds State Historic Site in Mexia, Texas to effectively
facilitate programs, connect with the surrounding communities, and tell a well-rounded
narrative that includes the historical and cultural significance of the site.
Historic sites in the United States have used interpretation to expand their outreach
and planning while increasing visitation to their sites. Every historic site has its unique
way of providing that interpretation. The Tenement Museum in New York is a prime
example of this. The Tenement Museum tells the story of working-class residents in New
York who lived in the tenement buildings. The mission of the museum is "to foster a
society that embraces and values the role of immigration in the evolving American
“Historic Sites,” National Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed September 1, 2021,
https://savingplaces.org/historic-sites.
1

1

identity through guided tours; curriculum and programs for secondary and post-secondary
educators; stories, primary sources, and media shared on our website; and interactive
online experiences such as Your Story, Our Story, podcasts and more."2 This interactive
museum experience allows visitors to connect with the museum's own story from
anywhere in the world via the internet and on-site. Based on their programming, they
offer a range of tours, incorporating different time periods, people, and social aspects.
This action alone allows visitors to choose a program that meets their interest. For those
who must connect with the Tenement Museum virtually, the museum offers a range of
programming online, from virtual tours, to live speakers discussing an aspect of life in the
tenement housing. This range of programming meets the site’s mission by giving access
to a wide range of people in multiple ways.
Historic Stagville is a plantation in North Carolina and is dedicated to teaching
about the lives and work done by the people enslaved on the property. The mission of the
site is to "interpret the lives, families, culture, and work of enslaved people on the
Bennehan-Cameron plantations."3 Through public tours studying African American
Genealogy, Stagville shows the whole aspect of life on plantations, from the overseers to
the enslaved and freed peoples. The site also offers digital resources that allow people to
connect with Historic Stagville virtually through different videos. These videos are
broken up by category, allowing visitors to the website to choose the one that most

“About Us,” Tenement Museum, accessed September 1, 2021, https://www.tenement.org/about-us/.
“Plan Your Visit,” North Carolina Historic Sites, accessed September 2, 2021,
https://historicsites.nc.gov/all-sites/historic-stagville/plan-your-visit.
2
3
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interests them. The website for the historic site also allows researchers and family
genealogists to connect with staff to further their own research. These concepts go above
and beyond the simple mission statement, but the historic site is very clearly meeting its
mission.
Similar interpretations can be found at other historic sites, such as historic houses.
The Sam Bell Maxey House State Historic Site in Paris, Texas, showcases the 1868
Italianate house and the Maxey family story to reach the public through tours, outreach,
and special events. This site falls under the Texas Historical Commission, whose mission
is "to protect and preserve the state's historic and prehistoric resources for the use,
education, enjoyment, and economic benefit of present and future generations."4 The Sam
Bell Maxey House’s most notable and recent achievement was restoring this historic
building in 2011, which demonstrates how historic sites under the THCs uphold the
mission of the agency.
These examples show that each historic site has its own story to tell. By using a
mission statement, these sites are able to tell multi-faceted stories, create unique
programs, and connect with their respective communities. The purpose of this thesis
project is to develop an interpretative master plan for the Confederate Reunion Grounds
State Historic Site by using the site's history and assets to produce a working document
staff can use to plan events, tours, and other activities at the site. In order to create my

Texas Historical Commission, “About Us,” accessed September 1, 2021,
https://www.thc.texas.gov/about.
4
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interpretive master for plan for the Confederate Reunion Grounds, I needed to understand
the process of interpreting a historic site, and the pathways to proper planning and
preparation.5 During the first chapter, I will discuss the history of Limestone County
Texas. Then I will specifically examine the Confederate Reunion Grounds, beginning
with its use before the United Confederate Veterans owned it to the oil boom in Mexia,
Texas, and ending in 2008, when the Texas Historical Commission began operating it.
The research conducted for Chapter One focused on primary documents and archival
documents from the Texas Historical Commission specifically related to the Confederate
Reunion Grounds. Other research included histories of Texas and more specifically the
effects of the Lost Cause.
Chapter Two examines interpretive theory and the building blocks used in historic
interpretation. It also discusses the methodology used to create the new interpretive
master plan for the Confederate Reunion Grounds, as well as the historiography of
interpretation methods. This chapter establishes a relationship between what interpretive
planning is and how interpretive master plans can guide staff members at the CRG when
creating events, educational programs, and interpretive text.
Chapter Three contains a description of the interpretive master plan (IMP) and the
process of its creation. Also included in this section is an explanation of the roadblocks
encountered during outreach to the various stakeholders for information regarding the old

Stephen G. Hague and Laura C Keim, “Preparing an Outstanding Concert: How to Plan and Implement
Interpretation,” in Small Museum Toolkit Interpretation: Education, Programs, and Exhibits, ed. Cinnamon
Catlin-Legutko and Stacy Klingler (Lanham, MD: AltaMira Press, 2012), 6.
5
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interpretive master planning document. Chapter Three presents the complete
interpretation master plan. This plan was created by analyzing various other IMPs that the
Texas Historical Commission utilizes, along with using best practices established by the
National Park Service, and master planning professionals, such as John A. Veverka.
Conversations with other historic site directors about the pro and cons of different IMPs
aided in the creation of the new IMP for the Confederate Reunion Grounds.
Since site staff are solely responsible for implementing new IMPs, the Conclusion
details what staff should do to introduce this new document. Additionally, there is a
summary of the project as well as its successes and failures. The primary goal is to move
the site from a focus on the Civil War to a finer narrative of memory, community, and
place. To do this, staff should aim to fully understand the site's history by looking deeper
into the connections the Confederate Reunion Grounds built in the many years of its
operation and its various ties to the communities surrounding the site.

5

CHAPTER ONE
A Brief History of Confederate Reunion Grounds State Historic Site
The Confederate Reunion Grounds State Historic Site lies outside Mexia, Texas,
within Limestone County. The site is sixty-six acres on the Navasota River, with pecan,
cedar, oak, and crepe myrtle trees. Research done by archaeologists and historians
employed by the Texas Historical Commission has shown that Native Americans,
religious groups, the United Confederate Veterans, and Mexia and Limestone County
citizens have used this location off the Navasota River for years. Later, the site was a
regional hub during the oil boom from 1920 to 1924. From 1925 to 1983, the use of the
site was mainly by those seeking a place for recreation, open spaces, and an area for
religious revivals. The Sons of the United Confederate Veterans continued to host an
annual reunion, although much smaller than those in years before. After the site's decline
and disuse by the Sons of United Confederate Veterans, the site came into possession of
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department from 1983 to 2008. In 2008 the Texas
Historical Commission took over the management of the Confederate Reunion Grounds.
The site's interpretation revolves around the area's theme of being a gathering place for
many people.
The history of Texas and the area of Mexia begin with the stories of Native
peoples who inhabited the area long before the intrusion of Anglo settlers and left their
6

mark on the land. Historian William C. Foster looks at Native peoples across Texas,
breaking Texas into geographic regions and examining the culture and history discovered
within those regions. Foster does this by referencing other historians and anthropologists,
such as Thomas Dillehay, Paul Ehrlich, Richard Klein, and Ian Tattersall. These
references make his book Historic Native Peoples of Texas a nice resource to examine the
possible tribes and cultures that might have gathered in what is now the Confederate
Reunion Grounds.
From the Brazos River west to Louisiana, north to Oklahoma and the Red River
and as far south as the present-day city of Navasota were lands occupied by the Caddoan
people.1 The influences of the Caddo are still recognized today at historic sites such as
the Caddo Mounds State Historic Site outside of Alto, Texas. The Caddo were mound
builders, cultivated local crops such as maize, and traded cotton and other goods such as
turquoise. This appears in the chronicles of Spanish explorers under the command of Luis
de Moscoso, who became commander after the death of Hernando De Soto in 1542. The
Spanish explorers who traveled further southwest were able to identify the origins of said
goods.2 Through time, the area became home to other native tribe groups, and more
people pushed west to form settlements.

1

William C. Foster, Historic Native Peoples of Texas (Austin: University Press of Austin, 2008), 195. See
F. Todd Smith, The Caddo Indians: Tribes at the Convergence of Empires 1542-1854 (College Station:
Texas A&M University Press, 2000) for a detailed history of the Caddo peoples.
2
William C. Foster, Historic Native Peoples of Texas (Austin: University Press of Austin, 2008), 198. See
F. Todd Smith, The Caddo Indians: Tribes at the Convergence of Empires 1542-1854 (College Station:
Texas A&M University Press, 2000) for a detailed history of the Caddo peoples.
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The site has been the subject of two archaeological studies, whose reports are
housed in the archives: Todd McMakin, 2001, and Christina Nielsen and Abby Peyton,
SWCA Environmental Consultants, 2013. During the archaeological studies, the
archaeology team recovered a few artifacts.3 In the 2001 survey, evidence of Native
gatherings included two partial projectile points/knives and high-density debitage.4 The
2010 survey found no other evidence of Native use of the area. However, many citizens
of Limestone County have claimed to find and collect projectile points along the
Navasota River in that area. Based on the findings of the archaeological study, staff felt
safe in concluding that while Natives did not live in the area, the area might have served
as a crossing or resting point.
The Caddo are considered the primary inhabitants of the area, but various tribes
are known to have passed through or inhabited the area. The Caddo are commonly
associated with the Tonkawa group in Central Texas. Tonkawa is a word that unifies
more than one tribe, that likely include the Cava, Cantona, Emet, Sana, Toho, and Tohaha
Indians.5
The Comanches are well known as part of Limestone County history due to the
raid on Ft. Parker in 1836. The locals tell a story of a band of Comanches attacked the
fort, resulting in the capture of five people and the death of most of the inhabitants. One

3

Anita McHenry, Footprint Report: Identifying all Extant/Extinct Features and Structures, 2016, 2.
Todd McMakin, Archeological Site Form, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, October 26, 2001.
5
Jeffrey D. Carlisle, “Tonkawa Indians,” Handbook of Texas Online, accessed April 23, 2022,
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/entries/tonkawa-indians.
4
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of the five people captured was nine-year-old, Cynthia Ann Parker. She spent twenty-four
years with the Comanches; during that time, she married Peta Nocona, a Comanche
Chief, and gave birth to Quanah Parker.6 Ft. Parker is now operated by Limestone County
as a historic site about seven miles from the Confederate Reunion Grounds.
The incident at Ft. Parker took place during the height of the Texas Revolution. In
1822, Mexico encouraged people to come and settle in Texas by granting Moses and
Stephen Austin an opportunity for stewardship. The agreement between Mexico and
Austin was that settlers had two years to occupy the land to use for stock or farmland.7
This initial burst in settlement seemed built upon a solid foundation, and Texas became
highly diverse in population due to the influx in migration.8 The Mexican government
backtracked from the strict laws for migration and outlawed immigration into Texas
altogether. Mexico also placed embargos on what Texans deemed necessary and retained
an unclear doctrine on enslaved people.9 These actions caused an uproar among the
Anglo-Texas citizens, which sparked the movement that threw Texas into a revolution.
During the Texas Revolution, the Texas Rangers formed. Many rangers saw
skirmishes with Native American and those who also enlisted into the U.S. Army fought
against Mexican troops.10 Many others manned the frontier as natives, such as the

6

David La Vere, The Texas Indians (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2004), 183.
Randolph B. Campbell, Gone to Texas (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 104-105.
8
Charles D. Grear, “Why Texas Fought East of the Mississippi River during the Civil War,” in The Fate of
Texas: The Civil War and the Lone Star State, ed. Charles D. Grear (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas
Press, 2008), 40.
9
Randolph B. Campbell, Gone to Texas (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 105.
10
John L. Davis, The Texas Rangers: Images and Incidents (San Antonio: The University of Texas Institute
of Texan Cultures), 2-3.
7
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Comanche, began raids on different forts outside the warzone. The Comanche attack on
Ft. Parker in 1836 is one example of parallel events. After the fall of the Alamo and the
battle at San Jacinto, Texas won the war and independence.11
Texas was free from Mexico in 1836 before being annexed into the United States
in 1846. In those ten years as a republic, Texans faced financial hardships and attacks
from Native Americans. Since Texas was a pro-slavery country, annexation was a
challenge. After two attempts at being a state, Texas was granted statehood in February
1846.12 By 1860, Texas joined the Confederacy, succeeded from Union, and jumped into
the turmoil of the Civil War.13
Those who joined the war efforts left Texas fighting in battles further east.
Charles D. Grear, who examined the reasoning as to why Texans took this course of
action, concluded that this stemmed from a "desire to protect cherished localities,
including the hometowns, family members, and friends they years before had left
behind."14 This also included other devotions, such as "a way of life, ranging from
occupations and hobbies to slavery and social status."15 The surrender at Appomattox

11

William C. Davis, Lone Star Rising: The Revolutionary Birth of the Texas Republic (New York: Free
Press, 2004), 270.
12
H.W. Brands, Lone Star Nation (New York: Doubleday, 2004), 495-510.
13
Joseph G. Dawson, “Texas, Jefferson Davis, and Confederate National Strategy,” in The Fate of Texas:
The Civil War and the Lone Star State, ed. Charles D. Grear (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press,
2008), 2.
14
Charles D. Grear, “Why Texas Fought East of the Mississippi River during the Civil War,” in The Fate
of Texas: The Civil War and the Lone Star State, ed. Charles D. Grear (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas
Press, 2008), 38.
15
Charles D. Grear, “Why Texas Fought East of the Mississippi River during the Civil War,” in The Fate
of Texas: The Civil War and the Lone Star State, ed. Charles D. Grear (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas
Press, 2008), 37.
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ended the Civil War. The physical fighting ceased, but the Confederacy's ideology lived
on through the confederate sympathizers and the Lost Cause. A cause that was shrouded
in white supremacy and the demoralization of freedmen.16 In later years, the former
confederates held several reunions that illustrated these feelings associated with the Lost
Cause.
The Beginning of The Confederate Reunion Grounds
A plantation owner Logan Stroud (1814-1911), owned the land known as the
Confederate Reunion Grounds State Historic Site in the 1880s.17 Stroud permitted
different religious groups, including the Penn Camp Meetings, the Missionary Baptist
Association, and the Methodist and Presbyterian churches, to use Jacks Creek and the
Navasota River's shady area to hold revival camp meetings.18 Large attendances were
common, with 7,000-10,000 people at these functions. Logan Stroud, one of the largest
plantation owners in Limestone Country, had read the Emancipation Proclamation in
Limestone County from the steps of his plantation house in 1865.19 Stroud deeded land to
freed families who wished to remain in the area. Sections of the land that the United
Confederate Veterans purchased from Stroud or Limestone County had once been sold or
deeded to the formerly enslaved people. Some of those land tracks became property of

16

Caroline E. Janney, Remembering the Civil War: Reunion and the Limits of Reconciliation (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2013), 40-42.
17
Ray A. Walter, A History of Limestone County (Austin: Von Boeckmann-Jones, 1959), 49.
18
Rev. Jack A. Welch, “Baptist Missionary Association at Jack’s Creek, Texas, August 7, 1901,” interview
by David Murrah and Larry Jackson, March 12, 1973.
19
Ray A. Walter, A History of Limestone County (Austin: Von Boeckmann-Jones, 1959), 54.
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Limestone, County for public use.20 In 1888, the United Confederate Veterans began to
use the same area for reunions, and in 1895 they began meeting annually for many years.
Reunion attendance and membership boomed at the beginning of the 1880s. The
Union occupation had left the South, the era of Reconstruction was well underway, and
the Southern economy was picking back up, which allowed ex-confederate veterans to
easily organize their reunion affiliates and begin permanent associations.21 During this
time, the South saw a surplus of reunions, allowing many opportunities for those who
wished to attend.
Who were the United Confederate Veterans? According to James L. Johnson, a
genealogical researcher from Wisconsin, confederate veteran groups began forming in
1865 and thus grew into an organization later named the United Confederate Veteran
(UCV) in 1889.22 The UCV met annually, published a magazine, and raised funds for
different monuments established around the South. Out of this organization, two
successor groups formed: the Sons of the United Confederate Veterans and the Daughters

Wendall Thomson, “A Descendant of Joe Echols,” interview by Alysha Richardson, THC, June 2019. No
matter how it occurred - intimidation, taxes, debt forced sales, etc. - the "public use of land" resulted from
post-Reconstruction policies that stripped African Americans of lands gained at emancipation and not just
by accident or free will.
21
Caroline E. Janney, Remembering the Civil War: Reunion and the Limits of Reconciliation (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2013), 153.
22
James L. Johnson, “Essential Civil War Curriculum: Biography,” Essential Civil War Curriculum.
Copyright 2010-2019, Virginia Center for Civil War Studies at Virginia Tech. Accessed December 5, 2019.
https://www.essentialcivilwarcurriculum.com/assets/files/pdf/ECWC TOPIC Confederate Veterans
Associations Biography.pdf.
20
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of the United Confederate Veterans. Both groups are still active today.23 Many Sons of
Confederate Veteran and United Daughters of the Confederacy groups put on Civil War
reenactments and do group presentations. These groups also help push the idea of the
Lost Cause in today's Southern society.
Reconstruction is important to review when examining the Lost Cause or White
Supremacy in Texas during the reunion periods. The Lost Cause idea was born in
Reconstruction and its aftermath. "Texans poured forth torrents of words on their
adversaries. Ignoring reality, as well as their faults and shortcomings, … they were
waging a war with the only weapon available to them-bitter and truculent words."24
These words from author Edgar P. Sneed show the truth of Texas and much of the South
when faced with the ideas from the Reconstruction period. During this time, tension was
thick, and most of the South had a sense of no control, allowing the idea of the Lost
Cause to bloom.
This Lost Cause rooted itself into the end of the Civil War, and authors of the
time fueled the idea. One such author, Edward A. Pollard, published The Lost Cause: The
Standard Southern History of the War of the Confederates in 1867. According to
Pollard's Nation Park Service biography, his use of Lost Cause may be the first. Pollard

James L. Johnson, “Confederate Veterans' Associations,” Essential Civil War Curriculum. Copyright
2010-2019, Virginia Center for Civil War Studies at Virginia Tech, Accessed December 5, 2019,
https://www.essentialcivilwarcurriculum.com/confederate-veterans-associations.html.
24
Edgar P. Sneed, "A Historiography of Reconstruction in Texas: Some Myths and Problems," The
Southwestern Historical Quarterly 72, no. 4 (1969): 436. www.jstor.org/stable/30236539.
23
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was a native of Virginia, a confederate sympathizer, and known to be a writer, lawyer,
and journalist.25
Throughout his text, Pollard discusses the feelings of the confederate soldiers and
other southerners and recounts his insight and memoir of the Civil War and its aftermath.
He writes, "The issues of the war were practical: the restoration of the Union and the
abolition of slavery;.…It is for the South to preserve every remnant of her rights, and
even, though parting with the doctrine of secession, to beware of the extremity of
surrendering States Rights in gross, and consenting to a '1 National Government'…”26
These statements embody what Pollard wished the idea of the Lost Cause to be. Pollard
wrote as if he was examining the Union but rallying the South the keep traditions alive
and that their involvement in the war was nothing to be ashamed of. And this tradition
continued for some time. Reunions spread across the South and men, women, and
children from all over gathered to reflect upon the past. Caroline E. Janney attributes this
surge in Lost Cause nostalgia to young families. The generation becoming adults during
the 1880s were young during the war and now believe they must impress their own
understanding and devotion to the Confederacy, even though it had failed.27

“Edward Alfred Pollard (U.S. National Park Service),” National Parks Service, U.S. Department of the
Interior, June 17, 2015, https://www.nps.gov/people/edward-alfred-pollard.htm.
26
Edward Alfred Pollard, Lost Cause: a New Southern History of the War of the Confederates (N.p.: Gale,
Sabin Americana, 2012. Original, 1867), 750.
27
Caroline E. Janney, Remembering the Civil War: Reunion and the Limits of Reconciliation (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2013), 154.
25
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Although Janney describes the Lost Cause nostalgia accurately and with great
detail, another historian, David W. Blight, goes even further by examining the collective
memory of the Civil War and how it relates to the Lost Cause in his book Race and
Reunion. Blight does this by discussing three versions of memory related to the Civil
Wars survivors. The first idea is how the people of the South handled the memory of the
war itself. Secondly, Blight covers the violence to people of color in the South. Lastly,
Blight dives into details about emancipationists and the liberation of Black peoples across
the South. Combined, these three ideas come together to paint a picture of the Lost Cause
and its effects across the South.
As Blight discusses the memory of the South in Chapter One, he states that,
“There can be no mistake…that Black Civil War memory, as well as national and
sectional memories, took deep root in those final months of the war.”28 This statement
concludes that remembrances of the war are already being formulated before its final
moments. But the memory of the war began to morph into something different for many
ex-Confederates. Blight quickly mentions that soldiers’ view of the war had both mental
and emotional impacts, leading survivors to create their version of “war memory.”29 As
the war ended and the Emancipation Proclamation became law, many Black soldiers
experienced bitterness, discrimination, and a struggle to survive. The memories of white

28

David W. Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap
Press of Harvard University, 2001), 27.
29
David W. Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap
Press of Harvard University, 2001), 162-168.
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soldiers of the war were more favorable, with a positive view of their actions in the war.
Brotherhood and bitterness both showed in these discussions. But the focus on
brotherhood takes the lead as reunions and erection of monuments to the war memory
become popular. These reunions offered a place of shared experiences and valor. Blight’s
insight makes the connection that many reunions hosted both ex-Union and exConfederate soldiers who, despite their past differences, could now celebrate comradery
together. Something important that needs to be clarified is that black bitterness and white
bitterness may be similar terms, but the concepts are not the same. Black bitterness
stemmed from generations of slavery and the fight against discrimination. White
bitterness derived from the idea that the ex-confederates lost their way of life, which was
built upon white supremacy and slavery. And they would do anything to keep that system
in place. Therefore, the memory in the South still holds bitterness as the retellings of
stories became focused on their collective sacrifice to the war efforts.
Connecting with many of Blight’s points, another historian Randolph B.
Campbell highlights many shortcomings associated with Reconstruction in Texas. As
Reconstruction begins, the focus lies in defeat and the need to rebuild the South, both
figuratively and literally. Further roadblocks went into place for freed people in the form
of Black Codes, which restricted the freedoms of formally enslaved peoples and ensured
white supremacy, even with the appointment of newly elected US Senators.30 Blight

30

Randolph B. Campbell, Gone to Texas: A History of the Lone Star State (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2003), 275.
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states that “if the Lost Cause ideology gained long-term strength…it drew its staying
power from the image of the faithful slave and the overall ideology of White
supremacy.”31 Blight does not overlook the violence that erupted from this idea. He faces
this concept head-on, discussing the lynching and other hideous acts Black people faced
in the South, stating that these actions "festered in raw memories of Reconstruction."32
The collective memory of white southerners and Black southerners is broad.
Blight helps his readers make that observation with his discussions of Black memory,
leading from topics such as slavery, emancipation, and freedom. Decoration Day is one
of the first celebrations that Blight brings up. Decoration Day has been celebrated all over
the country since the 1860s and is a bright spot in the collective memory of freedmen, as
it was a confident memory. But even though there was a short span of many positives for
the emancipated community, it quickly turned into a continual effort to gain rights and
freedoms. In Chapter Nine, Blight highlights Frederick Douglass and his struggles to
keep freedom for Black southerners at the forefront of thought. In the same way that
white southerners recalled bitterness for the end of the war, Black southerners may recall
bitterness for the legacy of slavery, Black Codes, and Jim Crow Laws that restricted the
basic rights of Black people.
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Janney has a different approach to Decoration Day and turn the discussion
towards Memorial Day. While Blight focus was upon the celebration, Janney turned
toward the organization around of the memorial style celebration and the theft of its
celebration by white southerners. Her analysis brings women into the spotlight as the
organizer of the celebrations, which centered around caring for cemeteries and honoring
the dead. These celebrations also included large meetings a central location, which often
had speakers. This is highlighted by a quote of a white southerner in 1866, “The South is
now united by a band of graves – a tie that can never be sundered.”33 Not only does this
show a devotion for the effect that is the Lost Cause, but it holds an early similarity to
what would become the UCV reunions in just a few years.
While Blight discusses the differences between the collective war memories, he
concludes by saying that “the dominant mode of memory was reconciliation.”34 The
statement, along with the analysis of Janney’s view on Memorial Days, allows a deep
dive into the reunion period, and it ties into the history of the Confederate Reunion
Grounds. However, does that mean that the CRG is a monument to the collective Civil
War memory, and in turn to the Lost Cause? Studying the history of the Confederate
Reunion Grounds during its charter period reveals the Lost Cause ideology.
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On May 6, 1895, the UCV created a charter for the Joe Johnston Camp to host
annual reunions. (Figure 1)35 A commander or officer opened the meeting with a
welcome address during the reunions. Officers were elected, veterans proposed
resolutions for the bylaws and next year's reunion, and attendees remembered those who
had passed away.36 In addition to the daily meetings, there were other activities for the
community to enjoy. Veterans displayed relics of the war and placed them on exhibition
for the public to view, giving demonstrations of how the firearms and cannons worked.
Dances under the trees and later the dance pavilion occurred during the summer nights.
The property drew large crowds with attractions like a fair, rodeos, and sham battles.37
As time passed, more people came to the reunions, displaying brotherhood. As the
reunions gained popularity, resolutions passed that allowed the purchase of more land for
the camp to provide more space. The veterans bought up the land twenty acres at a time
until the expanse of the camp reached approximately seventy-two acres. Once these tracts
of land belonged to the UCV camp, the trustees of the camp deeded out plots to those
willing to pay five dollars for the year. These plots included camping rights only.
Looking at the site today, there are still remnants of plant life, such as crepe myrtle trees
planted to mark the boundaries of particular camp spots.
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By 1898, the Joe Johnston Camp had become Confederate Reunion Grounds. The
UCV invested money into the property by building a privilege shed for attendees of the
reunion to purchase goods, a speaker's pavilion, a tabernacle, and a dance pavilion. The
dance pavilion (Figure 2), completed in 1902, was an architectural wonder. Built in the
shape of an octagon, the dance pavilion also sported a cupola on its roof. Initially, the
pavilion had a dirt floor lined with guests' seating. The diameter of the octagonal pavilion
floor is fifty feet, with sixteen main supports spanning nineteen feet. Several years later,
the pavilion underwent a renovation to add a wooden floor and remove decaying seating.
A prized joy of the site was the Val Verde Cannon (Figure 3). The cannon,
marked 492, is a three-inch ordnance rifle with a 73-inch tube manufactured in 1862 at
the Phoenix Iron Works in Pennsylvania for the Union Army. In 1864, the cannon was
one of eight captured by Confederate troops during the Battle of Mansfield, Louisiana.
After its capture, this cannon and three others campaigned with the battery named the Val
Verde Battery that had seen the Battle of Val Verde in the New Mexico Territory.
The cannon stayed with the Val Verde Battery until 1865. Before the Confederate
surrender, Confederate soldiers buried the cannons near Fairfield, Texas. During the
Reconstruction period, the Confederate veterans exhumed the cannons. Two had
deteriorated beyond restoration, but two others were taken and restored. One cannon sits
at the Freestone County Courthouse in Fairfield, Texas, while the other cannon joined the
Joe Johnston Camp, where it became displayed and used to mark the beginning and end
of each reunion and star in local and state parades. Now the restored Val Verde Cannon
20

sits at the conversion of roads leading into the interior of the Confederate Reunion
Grounds.38
The United Confederate Veterans created a space of reunion and revelry within
the Confederate Reunion Grounds encampment. And while reunions were open to the
public, the lack of involvement by Black attendees speaks volumes. According to the
recorded minutes taken during the reunions, there were two instances when a man named
Nick Blaine, a former confederate soldier from Fairfield, Texas, attended the 1900 and
1901 reunions. In both instances, the minutes refer to Blaine as "the colored Confederate
soldier."39 While the minutes mention that Blaine was there to give a speech, nothing of
his speech appears. Although the camp’s constitution claimed to be open for all, "all"
were not invited.
The notation of a Black ex-confederate soldier in the reunion minutes can be
attributed to the foundation of the Lost Cause ideology. Kevin M. Levin goes into a deep
analysis of the myth behind Black confederate soldiers. “After the war, the relationships
between Confederate officers and their slaves were transformed into stories of loyal or
faithful slaves that functioned as one of the central pillars of the Lost Cause narrative.”40
Stories of loyal slaves turned soldier was a way to spin a new success story in favor of the
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Confederacy. This misleading memory helped create a false narrative has continued to
thrive, even in modern times. And reunions excelled in keeping this memory alive.
By 1920 the Confederate Reunion Grounds had undergone a radical change in
activity, seemingly transforming the area from its former simple lifestyle into something
much more modern. As the reunions continued, the site's area began to change with the
whirlwind of the oil boom that hit Mexia. In 1920, Albert E. Humphreys stuck oil in
Limestone County, and as a result, Mexia exploded with oil derricks (Figure 4).
The hunt for Texas Oil began with Spindletop, near Beaumont, Texas, in 1901.
From this moment, the urbanization of Texas increased at an alarming rate. This "blackgold rush" created new job opportunities, increased the population of towns across the
state, and even led to legislative action for better railroads for many oil towns.41 Mexia,
Texas, has a similar story. According to Bartee Haile in his book Texas Boomtowns: A
History of Blood and Oil, Mexia was getting by reasonably well without the prospect of
oil. The cotton and farming industry in the area was keeping the town afloat. But the
arrival of Albert E. Humphreys created a series of events that led to the small town’s
rapid growth. In May of 1921, the rig named Humphreys-Henry No.1 struck oil with a
flow of three thousand barrels a day. By the end of that summer, more than seventy
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derricks were lining the horizon around Mexia.42 Humphrey’s success in the oil field lead
to a life of leisure at the Confederate Reunion Grounds.
As Humphreys made a name for himself in the oil industry, he began to contribute
his time and funds to the Reunion Grounds. In order to drill for oil, water must be
available.43 Humphreys and UCV reached an agreement to provide easy access to water
at the Reunion Grounds. The agreement stated that Humphrey provided funding to the
site, and as a result, he obtained the water rights and built a pump house.
The first thing that Humphreys constructed was a dam where the Navasota River
meets Jack's Creek. He eventually built a clubhouse, bathhouse, and several more dams
along the river and sponsored the building of a new road to the Reunion Grounds,
spending more than $25,000 on the site. The bathhouse itself was a wonder to the site.
The building was located at the new dam on the Navasota River and contained forty
dressing rooms. Twenty for men and twenty for women. The building had showers and
changing rooms for those who wished to swim in the safety of the dammed river.44 This
new attraction at the reunion grounds drew in many families from Mexia. It provided a
safe space for leisure since Govern Pat Neff had placed Mexia under Martial Law in
February 1922 due to the rise in crime.45
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The Pure Oil Company Club or POCO Club was Humphreys' private club at the
Reunion Grounds. It was built off the banks of the Navasota River and featured a stone
chimney. Humphreys threw parties for close friends and business partners and used the
building as his residence in Mexia if he were not staying with other connections in town.
The reunions also used the POCO Club building as they continued at the site, allowing
ex-confederate soldiers to stay in the house instead of the usual camping style they
preferred in the early days. In addition, Humphreys and the hostesses of the club invited
veterans to "partake in the free entertainment provided to them,” at the POCO Club
throughout the year, which consisted of food and live music.46 While Humphreys made
no claims that the POCO Club was open to all, it was evident that his inner circle was the
only group allowed to use the building.
The POCO Club was not the only building to provide different entertainment at
the site. By the 1930s, Miss Mamie Kennedy became a prominent hostess for the
Reunion Grounds. By this time, the rule of no permanent housing had gone by the
wayside, as many of Humphreys' oilers housed themselves at the site as well as several
caretakers. To add to the splendor of the Reunion Grounds, Albert E. Humphreys, now
affectedly called the Colonel, had a bed and breakfast built to be run by Miss Mamie
Kennedy. Named "The Delight House" (Figure 5), the bed and breakfast soon became a
focal point of tea parties and gatherings for the Mexia Locals. Miss Kennedy became the
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spokesperson for the continuing reunions, as she and other local women helped decorate
the grounds for the occasion.47
The name "The Delight House" comes off as a cute name for a simple bed and
breakfast for visitors, but the name is problematic. According to a long-time Mexia
resident, the bed and breakfast received its name after a Black gospel group sang a
religious song at the CRG for Humphreys and Miss Mamie. Part of the lyrics to the song
had reference to "the light," which the gospel singers pronounced as "de-light."48 The
naming of the Delight House is cultural appropriation at best and racism at worst. The
CRG has different examples of such racism throughout its history. Although it is a small
part of the picture, it is still endemic in the culture of the time and needs attention. It is
also further proof of the Lost Cause ideology present at the CRG, fueled by Humphreys'
ideas and support for the site.
The people of Mexia showed their appreciation for Humphreys' assistance in
caring for and maintaining the Confederate Reunion Grounds. On December 7, 1921, a
group of ladies from Mexia presented Humphreys' with a bronze tablet dedicated to him
for all his hard work in the community (Figure 6). The tablet reads:
"THE COLONEL'S SPRING"
TO COL. A.E. HUMPHREYS, DISCOVERER AND DEVELOPER OF THE
GREAT MEXIA OIL FIELDS; IN HONOR OF THE CONFEDERATE DEAD AND
FOR THE PLEASURE OF THE LIVING VETERANS, THEIR FAMILIES AND
FRIENDS: THIS TABLET IS ERECTED AND THIS SPRING LOVINGLY
DEDICATED BY THE CITIZENS OF MEXIA AS A LASTING EXPRESSION OF
47
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THEIR ADMIRATION OF THIS GREAT AND GODLY MAN, AND HIS SPLENDID
ACHIEVEMENT.
"I WILL GIVE TO HIM THAT IS A THIRST OF THE FOUNTAIN OF THE
WATER OF LIFE FREELY, " REV.:21:6
After being dedicated, citizens of Mexia had the tablet embedded into the
archway that led to a natural spring off Jacks Creek named Humphreys' Spring.49
Originally, the spring was known as Echols Spring since the land belonged to Joe Echols,
a former slave of the Stroud plantation. Echols received around seven acres of land from
the Stroud family after the Emancipation Proclamation was read to the community by the
Stroud family.50 Following the springs dedication to Humphreys, it was refurbished and
encased in concrete. Reconstruction of the spring began in 1922 with the construction of
a brick-lined cistern that stored the water and activated the bubblers and overflow pipe to
draw water from the spring.51 All of the CRG’s amenities continued to create a safe space
of leisure during the uproar of Marshall Law within Mexia.52
Even though the Confederate Reunion Grounds was once the epicenter for
entertainment and recreation in Limestone County, the area fell into disuse. The last
recorded meeting with written minutes was in July of 1926. Veterans of the Civil War
had died, and their sons and daughters could no longer come out each year for the
reunions. But that did not stop the gathering of people who chose to come to the CRG
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year after year. The local newspapers tract events happening at the Reunion Grounds
throughout the 1940s. In 1938, The Mexia Weekly Herold, broadcast that a revival was
held at the CRG, showing a return to a diverse group using the site.53 While the site saw
some activity, it became evident that fewer and fewer events happened at the Confederate
Reunion Grounds. The crash of the oil boom and the Great Depression could explain this
break in events. With World War II, travel ceased to exist for most of the United States as
people's focus and money landed elsewhere.
While the site was no longer in its glory days, the State of Texas did see value in
the property. In 1983, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department took over operations at the
Confederate Reunion Grounds, connecting with Ft. Parker State Park. The agency cleared
trails for visitors to enjoy, and the site was left open for daily use. TPWD did upgrade
some aspects of the site, including new electrical lines running from the pavilion to the
public restrooms, but not all changes were positive. Landscaping done to the site covered
many features created by those who lived and worked onsite in the past, including the
demolition of various homestead buildings.54 While renovations may not have been the
best, TPWD started a tradition that continues today. A Civil War reenactment has been
held every year since 1995 and other regular events. In 2008, Texas Parks and Wildlife
transferred the ownership of the Confederate Reunion Grounds, along with several other
historic sites, to the Texas Historical Commission. Today, it is open to the public daily,
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has a Visitor Center/Museum Store, and continues to tell the history of the gathering
place, the Confederate Reunion Grounds.55 Staff at the CRG recognize that the Civil War
reenactment tradition is problematic. It does bring visitors to the Confederate Reunion
Grounds State Historic Site as an event. However, as an interpretive feature, the annual
reenactment embodies the Lost Cause ideology in the modern era. As it is now, the
reenactment focuses heavily on a battle reenactment. It portrays the Southern lifestyle
during the Civil War, not during the Reunion Era upon which the site is built. Currently,
efforts are underway to improve the event to fully embody the sites’ theme and mission.
The Confederate Reunion Grounds interpretation follows the site's theme as a
"gathering place." Today, people come to the site to enjoy family reunions, weddings,
and events hosted by staff and volunteers. In the 1920s, gatherings included locals
looking for a place to enjoy themselves, families of UCV members coming to the
reunions, and oils and businessmen coming to the site to meet Albert E. Humphreys at his
POCO Club. The site saw yearly reunions hosted by the ex-confederate veterans and the
UCV while also seeing religious gathers hosted by Methodist and Baptist denominations.
And with the CRG's interpretation of the location's history, it can truly be seen as a
gathering place throughout the years.
The history surrounding the CRG shows that the Lost Cause is a way of mourning
the white supremacy lifestyle Southerners enjoyed prior to the Civil War. It was also a
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way to put ex-confederates in the best light possible, creating the belief that the war effort
in the South was honorable. The appearance of the Lost Cause ideology within the CRG
is the reunions themselves. The reunions were a time of celebration and remembrance of
the fallen, the war, and everything the South lost. Later, battle reenactments, which began
as an activity to show the younger generation a glimpse of the glory of battle, evolved
into a tradition that continues to exist today. Another appearance of the Lost Cause
during the reunions was the exclusion of people of color, which is proven through the
photographic evidence and through the recording minutes of the reunions. While the
Confederate Reunion Grounds may not be able to correct this history, the staff can
educate the public on these stories and address the issues head-on. This educational
process will give the site a chance to begin healing a disconnect that has been happening
with the surrounding community and can be done with proper interpretive planning.
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Figure 1: Deed of land purchase made by the UCV. Courtesy of the Limestone Co.
Clerks Office.
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Figure 2: Photo of the 1902 Dance Pavilion. Photo by Alysha Richardson.
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Figure 3: Photo of the Val Verde Cannon. Photo by Alysha Richardson.
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Figure 4: Albert E. Humphreys at the Mexia Oil Field. Photo courtesy of the "Corsicana
Sun."
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Figure 5: The Delight House. Photo from CRG archives.
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Figure 6: The table at the spring. Photo by Alysha Richardson.
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CHAPTER TWO
Interpretative Philosophy
Before a discussion can begin about interpretation, an understanding of
interpretation must first be established. The act or process of interpreting is to clarify,
translate, or present an understanding about a subject or object to a particular audience.1
In the context of historic sites and museums, however, interpretation is also defined as
"an approach to translating information from the expert's language to the everyday
language of the visitor."2 In terms of public history, the role a historian plays will be
determined on the type of interpretation being presented.3 At museums and historic sites,
interpreters or tour guides provide context for visitors. At places where an in-person
guide may not be available, sites may use text panels, along with artifacts and photos to
help visitors make a connection. Museums interpret people, objects, or places in
conjunction with their mission.
A mission statement is only meaningful if it provides a sense of direction
for programs, services, and activities. This is always why mission statements
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should be reviewed periodically.4 This allows for historic site staff and stakeholders to
assess and determine where they want the interpretation to lead. A strong mission
statement allows for an array of original and unique interpretive programming.
Interpretation also has the power to show visitors why historic sites are
essential through context.5 To connect visitors to the site’s context, the interpreter
presents the visitor with tangible, intangible, and universal elements of the site that
connect to the site’s mission. The tangible element of a site or object is something the
visitor can touch and feel. An intangible element is abstract. Intangible ideas link visitors
to the site through ideas, relationships, emotions, values, or beliefs. In addition, universal
elements are intangibles that most visitors to the site can identify with. Those ideas may
include survival, love, grief, loss, prejudice, or other concepts with meaning.6 Freeman
Tilden, known as the "soul" of interpretation, explored these ideas and came up with six
principles for effective interpretation.7 (Figure 7)
These principles “provide the framework” for interpretive programming. To better
understand interpretation, Texas Historical Commission employees were given training
by the National Alliance of Interpretation in February 2021. As an employee of the THC,
I participated in the training. This led to gaining useful information regarding Tilden’s
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principles. Information from that training and other sources enabled a more profound
comprehension of each principle.
In Tilden’s first principle, the central understanding is that a message needs to
make sense in the context of its environment. Otherwise, the visitor walks away from
their visit without a deeper understanding of the history behind the historic site. For
example, suppose a visitor to Confederate Reunion Grounds attends a program on fishing
without an explanation as to why fishing is significant to the site. In that case, the
visitor learns nothing about the program’s significance. Stories and the meaning
behind the programs assist in conveying that message.
Tilden’s second principle is about the information surrounding the
interpretation and the subtle difference between the two. Information is not
interpretation. Information is found all over the site, from the location of different
facilities to docent names, to different attractions in the area. Information can come
from the community that surrounds the CRG. Thus, interpretation is the memory
of the past, the history, and the significance of the site but the information can still
be interpreted differently depending on the audience.
Tilden’s third principle centers on art. This principle encourages different
artistic means such as music, painting, hand puppets, or other art forms to help
with the interpretation of events or exhibits. Tilden includes that art is a teachable
form of interpretation, meaning that interpreters can provide whatever method of
artistic means as a tool of learning. For example, if dancing is part of the
38

interpretation at a historic site, then visitors should be invited to learn a dance to create a
relatable experience.
Provocation is the focus of the fourth of Tilden’s principles. Provocation means
“testing to elicit a particular response or reflex.”8 Meaning, Tilden intended that
interpretation should make people interact, ask questions, and motivate them to learn more
about the topic. This principle goes hand in hand with facilitative dialogue, which is
defined as enabling open-end discussions among diverse perspectives with the purpose of
learning collectively and individually
Tilden’s fifth point states the importance of telling the whole story rather than a
small part. Here is where sites use their mission statement and resources to create themes
within their interpretation. Then the themes of a site determine the road the interpretation
will take. Take the Confederate Reunion Grounds, for example. The primary theme at the
site is “A Gathering Place,” which allows the interpretation to focus on all the people
groups who came to the area. With this theme, it is also possible to examine groups that
were not openly welcomed to the site.
The sixth and final principle from Tilden is about children. It is important that
children’s programming should not be diluted versions of adult programming but should
have unique qualities. Planned activities geared toward children should be entertaining,
clearly stated, and educational. Children are likely to have no prior knowledge of the
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subject matter, meaning programs for children should also be written based on
their expected level of understanding.
However, Tilden is not alone in examining best practices regarding interpretation
methods. Larry Beck and Ted Cable built upon Tilden’s principles, breaking each
of the six original ideas down and expanding upon them. As a result, Cable and
Beck developed fifteen guidelines for the use of interpretation.9 (Figure 8) In
examining the principles from Cable and Beck, Tilden’s ideas have come through.
While Cable and Beck expanded on Tilden’s ideas, they created concepts that
may be easier to understand. To further build upon their ideas, they included
concepts that involve not only the audience but also interpreters.
The influence of Tilden and Cable and Beck can be seen in interpretation
from the National Park Service to the Texas Historical Commission. Their ideas
have created a structure of programing that many in the field of interpretation rely
upon. Tilden especially is referenced often by public history and interpretation
authors such as Thomas Cauvin, Elizabeth Nosek, and Cinnamon Catlin-Legutko.
They used Tilden to demonstrate interpretation as a practice.
Others, like John Veverka, also wished to simplify the ideas from Tilden.
Veverka is a consultant in interpretive planning, training, and heritage tourism,
and he simplified Tilden’s six original principles down into five core ideas.10 In
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the first of his five principles, he states that you want to relate to your audience.
Secondly, you want to reveal information about the topic by sticking with a theme
but relating information to the bigger picture of the site. Third, information should
come in many forms. Forms for the Confederate Reunion Grounds could include
photos, artwork, text, and maps. Fourth, Veverka suggests provoking interest in the topic.
A catchy phrasing on the text panels, cheesy introductions, or weird facts about the site
can help hook interest in the interpretation. And lastly, he stresses the idea of presenting
the whole picture rather than a small part. This means bringing the site’s themes into the
rest of the story.11 Themes allow for visitor experiences, but themes are also a tool meant
to help create a structure for interpretative presentation by connecting tangible ideas to
intangible ideas.12 With Veverka’s ideas, he echoes Tilden’s principles by including those
basic points on stories, art, and themes, and also connects with other authors to help lead
interpretation in a way that the audience can understand and enjoy.
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Examining Interpretive Theory
Communicating with a diverse audience is no easy task, as it takes time and
consideration to mold a plan that benefits as many people as possible when discussing a
complicated topic such as the Lost Cause. Nevertheless, interpretation of such
complicated topics is possible through effective communication and following the best
practices. More specifically, six interpretive building blocks help engage a diverse
audience more effectively: establish a foundation; assess the current audience; define
audience segments; determine events and programming; develop communications and
marketing plans; and evaluate progress.13 Ultimately, such building blocks and best
practices provide a guideline and structure for all interpretations used at historic sites.
It is important to clarify what constitutes effective communication before
examining these interpretive components. Effective communication revolves around
visitors and their ability to understand the message communicated to them.14 This
interpretation can come in many forms. Historic sites and museums often use tours, films,
demonstrations, and exhibits to engage visitors as a form of communication.
Interpretation at museums and historic sites is a form of communication that involves
connecting with visitors in a way that appeals to their interests. All communication stems
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from a foundation or baseline set up by the museum and their respective interpretive
plans. Based on how the institution is trying to communicate, the approach may change.15
The purpose of establishing a foundation goes beyond selecting a topic for an
exhibit series of programs. When building a sound foundation for interpretation, it is vital
to consider the site’s mission, audience, historical context, and time period.16 Before any
interpretation can occur, each institution must review its site’s mission statement.17 A
mission statement defines the institution’s purpose and goals. Mission statements hold
extreme value as they guide and hold institutions accountable to their purpose. These
statements lead all policies, plans, and operations and give the institution a direction.
They are the driving force behind everything the museum or historic site does.18
According to Thomas Wolf in Managing a Nonprofit Organization, “Mission statements
should be reviewed and revised periodically…”19 Reviewing and understanding the
mission statement helps a historic site move forward in creating programs that align with
the site’s interests. The American Alliance of Museums states that each museum and
historic site should have a “clear understanding of its mission and communicates why it
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exists and who benefits as a result of its efforts.”20 This understanding allows those
institutions to focus on meeting operational goals associated with their respective mission
statements.
Institutions practice strategic planning to review their mission and keep up with
the mission statement’s vision and values. Staff should consider their programming, the
community, and the institution’s goals to ensure that their interpretation meets those
standards.21 The staff can ask themselves whether their programs reach diverse audiences
and what changes they should make to make them more diverse and accessible. It may be
that the mission statement is solid, but that programming is what needs to be changed and
diversified. To determine the success rate of a program, the site must focus on the
perception and reaction of the audience to it.
For example, in the context of the Confederate Reunion Grounds State Historic
Site, programs will have difficulty because the site’s history revolves around the ideas of
the Lost Cause. For staff to provide quality interpretation, they must constantly learn and
improve their understanding of the community, its culture, and potential barriers to
engagement. In that case, the public who attended the programming may offer feedback
that proves the event a success or needs improvement.
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According to Kimberly Huber, "Museum educators at some point will need to
expand their activity repertoire to include programs and special events, which will attract
a wider audience..."22 Here is when the historic site or museum can question if its current
programing is bringing in a diverse audience. If the historic site or museum does not
bring in a diverse audience, they need to reassess its programming. When determining
what kind of audience the institution is connecting with, the staff must collect
geographic, demographic, and educational data. They can also collect data from other
institutions to help with audience diversity. Data collected can give staff usable data on
cultural competence, a greater awareness of attitudes towards diversity and inclusion, and
if the audience comprehended the intended message of the program. The data allows staff
to commit to creating new resources or making changes to current resources. Then
programming can adjust to meet the needs of a diverse audience.23
Additionally, marketing can enable a connection to the historic site and contribute
to data collection.24 A staff member can ask guests how they heard about a program,
including via newspapers and social media, so staff will know which platform is working
best. The concept of data leads to the second building block, which assesses the current
audience.25 This data can help historic sites, and museums determine the demographic of
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people who have visited the site in the past. Ideally, this data will show how far people
are traveling to visit the historic site. Conversely, if the historic site has not been
collecting demographic data, this opens an opportunity for the site to do so. When it is
not possible to collect demographic information another way, a sign-in sheet can provide
precious information. These forms of data also provide insight into if the site is reaching
a broad and diverse audience.
Reaching a diverse audience means cultivating a collection of diverse events and
programs.26 Keep in mind that programs and events must fall within a historic site’s
mission parameters. Using the mission as a baseline provides an opportunity to develop
genuinely creative programs. Reaching a diverse audience does not have to happen with
one program, although that is a goal. But diversity can come by offering up programs of
different interests to different people. By reaching as many people as possible, the
historic site may wish to implement a source of feedback. Feedback can come in many
forms, such as a paper post-survey, an email survey, counting repeat visitors, or
documenting comments and social media activity. This cycle can be re-run periodically
to improve it by utilizing this data. Updates in the practice of reaching a diverse audience
are important due to public changes. Some years may be better than others, and by
collecting data and implementing changes, a museum or historic site can use the data as a
learning tool.
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Defining a target audience is crucial at this point. An institution should look at
the current audience and break the audience down into different categories based on
engagement.27 Several categories may differ from one institution to another but can
include age, socioeconomic status, race, and ethnicity. The targeted audience with the
least engagement is the category that an institution should focus on for a set period of
time. Museums, historic sites, and others can investigate why certain groups of people
may not be engaged. Increasing engagement may also require reaching out to entirely
new audiences.
It is impossible to set a standard for determining engagement, and there are many
factors to consider. Different people may react in various ways, but here are some
examples of engagement. If the audience actively participates by either doing the activity
or asking relevant questions, they are engaged. When someone comments on the details
of an exhibit, that person is engaged. If a museum or historic site has an online presence,
they can track their online engagement within the app or toolbox websites such as
Facebook and Instagram.28
Institutions can use these building blocks to connect with their audience in various
ways. With these practices in place at the Confederate Reunion Grounds, the staff can
access the needs of the surrounding communities and build programming that meets those
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needs. The right guide, such as an interpretive master plan, plays a crucial role in the
operations and interpretation of a historic site.
Interpretation Methods
The goal is to take all of the ideas mentioned in this chapter and turn them into an
interpretive learning opportunity for the CRG. Interpretation methods currently used by
the CRG include programming, consumables such as brochures, text panels, and
temporary exhibits. Each method has the potential to reach guests differently.29
Brochures are printed by the THC for the site and provide something interpretive that
visitors may take with them on the go. Nine text panels around the site give details about
extant and non-extant site features. Examples would be the 1920s Dance Pavilion which
is still standing, and the Delight House, which is no longer standing. In the visitor’s
center, site staff have curated temporary exhibits to provide more in-depth information
about the reunion era, the oil boom, and native American history.
In order to have a successful program, the National Association for
Interpretation provides several guidelines for the interpreters to follow.
Communication, dialogue, and question-and-answer strategies are beneficial to
interpretive programs, such as tours.30 Part of those guidelines is advice for setting
programs up for success. Being prepared as an interpreter is one of the most
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critical parts of this process. This means knowing the material, practicing, making sure all
equipment or activities are good to go before the program begins, and being able to read
the audience.31
Since so much communication is nonverbal, docents need to read their audiences.
Body language is an easy visual to help read an audience. An interpreter can read their
audience in a few ways before a program begins to help determine what kind of direction
to go in. The NAI offers nine tips for evaluating an audience on the spot.
1. Visually evaluate the group using body language, appearance, equipment amounts
and types, reading material, and so forth.
2. Make a point to say hello to each guest at the first opportunity. Smile.
3. Ask questions about why are there, what they enjoy, where they’ve been, etc.
4. Pick up cues from conversations between guests and use that to understand their
interests.
5. Engage in chitchat that helps you get feedback on the programming and activities
offered.
6. Take an informal poll to find out who has been there before and what they enjoyed.
7. Introduce yourself assertively but not aggressively.
8. Ask questions and be aware of the response time taken, because it gives an indication
of comfort levels.
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9. Observe responses to other activities and interpretive opportunities.32
This form of evaluation allows an interpreter to gain insight into what the audience might
want to hear, what they may need, and how to connect with the group to allow for a more
enjoyable experience. Then they can deliver a program effectively. Programs should not
expect visitors to listen to an interpreter and retain information. In order to retain more
information, programs should provide visitors with a variety of experiences. According to
John Veverka, visitors remember approximately: 10% of what they hear, 30% of what
they read, 50% of what they see, and 90% of what they do.33 By following this theory,
interpreters may develop a program that visitors will enjoy and remember their
experiences.
A permanent or temporary exhibit is to provide information about a site’s
past and present. Permanent exhibits are a deliberate interpretation of a subject
according to the theme.34 Temporary exhibits are different from permanent ones
in that they help draw the public in, are flashy, and help promote the site.35
Exhibits are not just objects placed in an area for display. Text is needed to
interpret the meaning or idea behind those objects.36 The combination of text and
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objects is helpful for interpretation but writing the text for exhibits takes a lot of time and
effort. Any use of the written language should be appropriate for most visitors to make
the information relevant to them.37 For exhibits to be compelling, the ideas expressed
through the texts and the objects must match the site’s purpose and mission.38
Additionally, exhibits should be well put together. Eugene Dillenburg and Janice Klein
have a list that helps to develop a "good exhibit."
Good exhibits are:
•

Built for success by making the trip worthwhile for the visitor.

•

Strongly dimensional, and include objects, props, and other three-dimensional

objects.
•

They are relevant and accessible to the general visitor.

•

Exhibits engage with multiple modalities and reach the different senses of the

body.
•

Clear organization should be expressed, and information should be easy to follow.

•

Exhibits should be strongly focused and reinforce a clear, single message.

•

Design should be in such a way that the visitor does not need to have seen

something else first.
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•

Design should accommodate more than one visitor and encourage conversation

and/or group activity.39
Likewise, programs should consider visitors' needs and adapt accordingly. If a visitor
cannot concentrate on the program due to needing to find an activity, or cannot locate the
bathroom, then can the program be called a success? This idea comes from Maslow's
Hierarchy. Abraham Maslow studied human behavior and determining levels of needs
that may help visitors.40 The National Association of Interpretation uses Maslow's
Hierarchy to address the needs of the public. According to the NAI workbook, there are
three levels of needs: Basic, Intermediate, and Growth. Each level has its corresponding
idea.
Physiological, safety and security are basic needs.41 It is possible to meet
these needs by directing visitors to the restroom or providing refreshments. The
needs of belonging, esteem, and knowledge are intermediate and can be satisfied
by addressing visitors by name.42 Understanding, aesthetic, and self-actualization
are growth needs.43 An opportunity for visitors to explore on their own can meet
these needs. By addressing the needs differently, an interpreter can create a more
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pleasant experience for a visitor.44 The Confederate Reunion Grounds is already
achieving this method by providing a visitors map of the site that highlights
important assets, such as text panels, restrooms, and other information needed for
visitors to explore freely.
A process of evaluation must be carried out after interpretative programming is
implemented. Evaluations allow for data to be collected on programs from the public.
Staff can adjust the programming for a more desired outcome from that information. The
evaluation process does not have to be restricted to public programs. It can also collect
data on text panels, websites or social media, and distributed media, such as the CRG
rack card and maps.
Conny Graft discusses evaluations in Reimagining Historic House Museums and
provides detailed explanations of different evaluation styles. Grafts idea is that
evaluations should start with what impact a site wishes to have on their audience. From
there, planning and evaluation go hand in hand and create a full circle impact.45 There are
three main styles of evaluation: front-end, formative, and summative. These styles of
evaluation allow for different approaches with visitors when asking for an evaluation.
Different programs may need a different style of evaluation to determine if the desired
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outcome was met. In short, there is no right or wrong way to use an evaluation, as long as
data is being collected.
Using all of these aspects together can create a well-designed program that
visitors will remember for years to come. More importantly, having all the topics
mentioned above compiled into a single document is the foundation of why I am creating
a new interpretive master plan for the Confederate Reunion Grounds.
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Figure 7: Tilden’s Principles of Interpretation, courtesy of
http://culturalheritagetourism.org/
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Figure 8: Cable and Beck Principles as seen in the Fifth Edition NAI
Training Workbook, 2017.
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CHAPTER THREE
Interpretive Master Plan Methodology
An interpretive master plan is a management document that outlines and guides
decisions about a sites or region’s interpretive programming.1 Management, stakeholders,
interpretive specialists, and subject matter experts collaborate on the document.2 Because
this document was part of a thesis capstone, slightly different methods were used to draft
the Interpretive Master Plan for the Confederate Reunion Grounds during 2020 and the
worldwide pandemic. The Texas Historical Commission wrote an IMP for the CRG
between 2015 and 2016. The document quickly became outdated because of staff
changes and the loss of the educator position. Because I am a staff member of the THC, I
had access to data, and I obtained direct feedback from other THC staff concerning the
goals and objectives for a new IMP for the CRG.
All historic sites have different interpretive master plans as each one has its own
needs and values.3 Themes, goals, and mission statements also differ between sites so that
an IMP can offer unique and individualized experiences for historic site visitors. Having
an interpretive master plan that highlights a site's goal, assets, and themes specifically for
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the CRG takes time and vision to complete. It is common practice to write an interpretive
plan through a defined process. That process starts with the realization that an old IMP is
not helping staff as much as it could, or if an IMP does not exist at the time, there is a
realization that one is needed to help a guide in interpretive planning.4 Knowing that a
plan is needed is half the battle. Establishing goals that reflect the site's mission statement
before developing a plan is necessary. The site can then clearly understand what they
hope to achieve with the interpretive planning process allowing for purposeful planning.5
Additionally, it is crucial to consider other documents and planning necessary for
the project. The documents to consider are mission statements, codes of ethics, strategic
plans, disaster and emergency preparedness plans, and a collection management policy.6
While the THC has regulations for these documents, the CRG is one site that does not
house collection items or artifacts on-site and therefore does not have a site-specific
collections plan. Nevertheless, the site complies with the collection plan in place at the
THC. As for the other documents mentioned above, the CRG staff have maintained and
updated these documents regularly. A THC plan for regulating visitation to historic sites
and crowd control also emerged at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. This
information is now essential to be considered as other sites, such as the Sam Bell Maxey
House State Historic Site, begin the redrafting of their IMPs, as well as for my project of
redrafting the IMP for the Confederate Reunion Grounds.
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Having support from stakeholders is essential for strategic planning. Staff,
volunteers, and members of the community all need a voice. This variety allows for
multiple viewpoints within the community.7 Engaging community members as
stakeholders is another story altogether. During the development of this IMP, it was
challenging to incorporate stakeholder ideas. When trying to gain insight from
stakeholders to update the IMP, I reached out to the old stakeholders from the previous
document. However, I was surprised when none of the original stakeholders replied to
my emails or phone calls. Since this took place during the height of COVID-19, I was
reluctant to reach out to these individuals in person. Then, after moving due to a
promotion within THC, it was nearly impossible to meet in person with these
stakeholders.
In a meeting with THC staff member Hal Simon-Hassel, he stated it is not
unusual to struggle to get stakeholders involved. Simon-Hassel has been with the THC
for over eleven years and has worked with contracted IMP writers to create new master
plans for several historic sites. As a measure of a stakeholder's commitment, he estimates
that roughly 30% of people respond and make an effort to be a stakeholder when a new
IMP is in development.8 In this meeting, Simon-Hassel also provided a list of
occupations or titles to consider reaching out to when it comes to stakeholder meetings.
Simon-Hassel's list includes thirty-eight potential stakeholder including: the mayor, city
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council members, city school staff, local county historical society representatives, local
historians, and business owners.9 While the list is expansive, it covers many critical
aspects of the community leadership. If the historic site wants to do field trips, then
including stakeholders from the local school districts allows them to have a closer
connection to the site and a voice in the interpretation process. The same is true of
connecting with library programs, city-funded events, and others in the community.
Looking back at the thirty-eight potential stakeholders and comparing it to the list of
thirteen stakeholders that did show up for the 2015 meeting, that equals roughly 34%,
which stands up to Simon-Hassel's claim.
It is not as shocking to realize that the percentage of invited stakeholders
attending meetings may be so low. When I was in the process of reaching out to the old
stakeholders of the Confederate Reunion Grounds and even some new potential
members, the silence was deafening. But staff and volunteers who connected with me on
the project of a new IMP did give some helpful feedback, even though a traditional
stakeholders meeting was unable to be held due to COVID restrictions at the time. If the
stakeholder meeting was a success, the next step is to have a facilitated focus group that
meets to brainstorm and share ideas for the writing process.10 Having a clear agenda
during the focus group is essential. Pair up participants with similar backgrounds to help
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move the meeting along quickly and get the most out of your time.11 The agenda
provided for the 2015 stakeholder meeting was very clear-cut and provided attendees
with a source of information on what to expect from the upcoming meeting. A notable
feature of the agenda was the breaks. A stakeholder's meeting can be a wealth of
information. Yet, for some, it can be a source of information overload, in which case
those scheduled breaks help break up the monotony since IMP meetings are usually an
all-day affair.
By reviewing the notes taken by the focus group members, I understood what the
2015 IMP aimed to establish. The first part of the focus group talked about the site's
audience and whom the site would continue to try and reach. This started by
brainstorming who might come and visit the list. There were fourteen different types of
visitors on the list—these range from those seeking to fish or kayak to those seeking to
host personal or educational events.12 The stakeholder notes then cover the previous
year's visitation data and discuss where the site may lag in reaching different audiences
and why that may be. Using this chart below, stakeholders determined what audiences the
site has trouble serving.13 Interpretations and programs have changed in recent years to
reach a more diverse audience, but not to the extent that this chart is irrelevant.
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Table 1: Chart from Stakeholder Notes in the CRG IMP
Reaching public schools today is an uphill battle in itself. School districts often
struggle with a lack of funding and resources, and when it comes to it, cutting out field
trips may make more sense in some districts. From my own teaching experience from
2015 to 2018, I found this to be a very common concern. If we as teachers could take
students somewhere, it was either because the trip was below our budget cost, we
exceeded our fundraising goal for the year, or another party sponsored the trip. However,
educational school trips are often overlooked due to bus costs, admission fees, and travel
time. During my tenure at the Confederate Reunion Grounds, we tried to minimize
expenses for schools in different ways. As a first step, we offered free admissions to
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teachers and even considered having our Friends Group pay the cost of some bus drivers.
That last idea never developed, but due to other actions, direct marketing, and building
relationships with teachers, staff successfully hosted educational field trips in 2018 and
2019. So, keeping that information in mind, it would be relevant to continue those
practices if the site could sustain field trips. This becomes challenging in light of staff
reduction, but field trips may still be possible if enough people step up to help.
Bus tours coming to Limestone County will take more effort from all the historic
assets in the county and not just from the staff at the CRG. In October 2019, the site had a
bus tour traveling to multiple sites between Mexia and Groesbeck. The idea started when
a Limestone County resident decided to help form a tourism committee to work with
Limestone County officials and city officials of both Mexia and Groesbeck. Historic site
staff from the different sites were invited to join, myself included. As part of this
committee, we were encouraged to brainstorm different ways to boost the county's
tourism. The idea of a bus tour initially got everyone's attention. In the process, it became
evident that those who did not work in historic sites did not fully understand the best
practices of historic interpretation. It was still a solid concept, despite the lack of
knowledge from community members.
Although the above chart lists limited facilities and parking barriers, there
appeared to be no issue with the bus or use of the restroom facilities during this bus tour.
What was a barrier is the lack of internal of transportation options. The CRG is over
sixty-six acres worth of land and assets, and walking that expanse can be strenuous for
63

some. To combat this, the CRG does have the capability to do tours on golf carts, but as
of right now, rules for the site state that only THC employees may operate that kind of
equipment. Perhaps if the number of bus tours and larger tours increases, it might be
suggested to set aside carts for use by the general public for a fee or require a signed
liability contract in advance.
From 2016 to 2020, the CRG had an educator on staff who would facilitate
educational and recreational programs for the site. These programs included many
activities for children. Due to the loss of the educator position, the concern that children
will have little to do on the site is relevant again. With limited staff, it may be up to the
contributing Friends Group to put on occasional child friendly activities. The new IMP
reflects this sentiment.
The chart singled out African Americans, but many people of color may have an
ingrained distaste for Confederate sites. Especially with the continuing changes in the
media and politics, many people in the United States are trying to reconcile that part of
Americas past. To combat this concern and encourage all people to learn about the
history at the CRG, staff have offered to be a part of different community events,
including the Juneteenth event at the nearby Booker T. Washington Emancipation
Proclamation Park. Some years, staff are welcome, and some years staff are asked not to
appear. In 2019, although staff were not present during the Juneteenth celebration, many
families visiting for the event did stop by the CRG, recalling how welcoming staff had
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been in the past. These comments show that even small efforts can have an impact, and I
tried to keep that in mind while writing the new IMP.
Several other variables may also have an adverse impact, but some cannot be
changed, such as location. The site is several miles out of town and may not be accessible
to those who do not have vehicles or are low on disposable income. While the country
does offer rural transit, those services still cost money that low-income families may not
have. To combat this, staff are encouraged to hold events within the city limits as well as
events at the site. Many of these are partner events, such as the Fourth of July event that
Mexia hosts yearly. It allows for a multitude of outreach opportunities while still telling
the site's story.
The 2015 stakeholder meeting also allowed participants to pinpoint the site's
various themes, which is also the next step of the IMP writing process. Themes were
probably the easiest part of the IMP for the Confederate Reunion Grounds. The
interpretive plan previously used outlined the themes of the CRG clearly. Even with new
research done since the creation of the 2015 IMP and the new IMP, not much has
changed. In the stakeholder meetings, participants focused on the Reunion Era, the Oil
Boom, and a Gathering Place as the major recurring themes of the site.14 These themes
allow for a variety of interpretations and programming. There are programs such as the
Reunion Reenactment that are appropriate for the Reunion Era. Nonetheless, the
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reenactment can be a slippery slope if done improperly.15 Many reenactments enthusiasts
hear "confederate" and want to put on a big battle display. As much as this action is
appropriate for the CRG, the staff should also ensure the inclusion of appropriate timeperiod activities and costumes. Because the reunions at the Confederate Reunion Grounds
took place between the 1880s and the 1940s, it would be safe to have reenactors and firstperson interpreters in different clothing styles, including those from the Antebellum Era,
for a learning experience. Having these different clothing styles displayed or worn during
the event would help the general public build a tangible knowledge about different time
frames of the site because they could connect the style of clothing of both men and
women to a specific period.
It is possible to interpret the Oil Boom Era through entrepreneurial activity. As
discussed in Chapter One, Albert E. Humphreys was an oil and businessman who used
his connections and funds to build up the Reunion Grounds. He also used the space for
his own purposes with the Pure Oil Company Club House on site. This allows the staff to
talk about business, money, inventions, community, and the history of the CRG and the
surrounding areas. The POCO Club and Humphreys provide an opportunity to discuss
racial exclusion as well.
A Gathering Place is a theme that allows for many different styles of
interpretation and use of the site grounds. With the idea of a gathering place in mind, the
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staff can justify using the site for family reunions, church gatherings, business meetings,
picnics, field days, and even camping if the staff desires to take on that responsibility.
After reviewing the stakeholder meeting notes from 2015, resources for the
Confederate Reunion Grounds become a very important tool. Fortunately, the CRG
provides a lot of information about the history of the site and photographs for visual
learning. The photographs become an invaluable resource when trying to help the public
connect the past to the present. But not every resource is at the Confederate Reunion
Grounds or even housed with the Texas Historical Commission. There are many privately
owned resources, some of which have been copied and given to staff to keep for the site,
but other resources are not. And that means potential loss of this information. A few
resources, such as minutes from reunions and old newspaper articles, are housed at the
Gibbs Memorial Library in Mexia, Texas. While, at the time, this may have seemed like a
safe haven for the documents, an arsonist attacked the library in the Fall of 2019 and
severely damaged it with fire, smoke, and water used by the Fire Department to save it.
As it stood at the beginning of 2021, current staff at the CRG still did not have a clear
picture of which documents related to the site survived or were lost. This event stands as
a call to action for staff to obtain as many copies, at least digitally, as possible for future
interpretive needs.
The notes conclude by discussing the different programming styles the CRG
could offer the stakeholder groups. Events, media, exhibits, and different styles of tours.
In the summary of the notes, the stakeholders boiled everything down to what they
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believed the site could reasonably accomplish.16 This step is crucial because it translates
everything discussed throughout the day into small bits of information usable for the IMP
at a later time. This consolidation process also allows stakeholders to see what they
accomplished during the meeting. The notes mention something I did not see in my
readings of the meeting process: before the meeting concluded, the facilitators asked
stakeholders if there was anything else they would like to add. I like this idea because the
ending remarks from stakeholders made excellent points. One discussion that arose from
the opportunity to add content was that Colonel Albert Humphrey had an office in Mexia,
which could be a possible partner for future oil company research. Without this comment,
a connection to the business world might otherwise not have occurred to the staff or even
come to mind. Another comment was that the CRG tells the story of all of Limestone
County, not just Mexia. Including this concept within new interpretations would broaden
the reach of the CRG further. And the last comment was that the Camp revival meetings
occurred with families from Groesbeck as well, which echoes the sentiment of the
previous statement.17
After gathering all of this information together and comparing different recourses
to make sure I had the needed information to make a functional interpretive master plan, I
began my construction of the new documents and putting all the data together. My main

“Appendix A: Interpretive Master Plan Stakeholder Meeting Notes,” Confederate Reunion Grounds State
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goal was to provide a framework for sustaining programming while being low on staff.
Another goal for the document was to be clear-cut and understandable regarding the data
and resources that the staff at the CRG has at their disposal. I also did not stray too far
from the formatting of previous documents provided by the THC. The goal was to
simplify implementation and lessen confusion surrounding a new document.
When looking at the format for the IMP, I chose a simple style that would be easy
for anyone who picked up the document to follow. While following some of the previous
formatting and outlining of the old IMP, I looked to other documents to see what the
THC used other styles and formatting. It was not unexpected that the other state historic
sites' IMPs were very similar in formatting and style. With this knowledge, I formatted
my font in 12 pt. Calibri at the beginning of the writing process. However, towards the
end of the project, I did change the font style to Times New Roman as it provided better
readability.
Every IMP must have certain elements, such as a table of contents, the site's
mission statement, historic background, and goals and objectives that tie into the site's
themes. These items are broken up into different sections of the IMP document to provide
the reader with an informational background for interpretive purposes. Each section
serves the purpose of explanation. Of these elements, the most important is the mission
statement as it is the foundation on which the historic site will base all its interpretation.18
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In the statement of significance section, I provide proof that the site has been
deemed historically significant. The evidence provided to back up that claim was a direct
statement from the National Register of Historic Places that appeared in 1976. This
section allows the reader to know, without any doubt, that the site has historical
significance in the areas of architecture and its use by fraternal organizations.
The interpretive themes, goals, and objectives section further breaks down into
different passages. In the interpretive direction, I consider the values of the site. The next
step is to introduce the mission statement since it influences all interpretation at the site.
After this, the discussion of themes, goals, and objectives begins. I broke themes down
into a multilevel list for better understanding. These lists provide the main idea, take that
idea and break it down further into more concrete ideas. I used this method because the
themes are easy enough to be identified, but the further breakdown allows for focused
programming.
With goals and objectives, I took a similar approach. I used the same multilevel
style but with different outcomes. Here, I broke down goals into sections with objectives
and strategies that would help the reader develop solutions or programs for each related
purpose. After the multilevel goal and objective section, I explained how interpretive
objectives would lead to a desired outcome.
The section of interpretive resources is broken down by what resources the CRG
already has access to. This includes a description of text panels located at the site and
inside the visitor's center and an explanation of printed and digital material. I also
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included local and regional influences in the section since many visitors coming to the
CRG come before or after visiting another local site, such as Ft. Parker State Park.
I provided a list of resources in this section, both primary and secondary. All of
the listed resources are available to site staff for further research. Having this information
in a central location would benefit the person using the document. And I concluded this
section with a statement about collection items. The Val Verde cannon is listed as a
collection item in the online artifact catalog Re:Discovery. But there are two other items
also listed, a flag and gavel. By describing these items, the document's readers may be
able to interpret the items in some way, even if they do not reside at CRG.
Interpretive programs is a section that highlights specific past events that were
deemed successful. These events were also included in the document because while the
CRG may no longer have a dedicated educator on staff, they do have a dedicated
volunteer source who could potentially take these events over. The list of events
describes each event: cost, time of year, and general suggestions for the future. The
overall section also includes details about pop-up events and rentals at the Confederate
Reunion Grounds. The rental section provides a summary of what the rental agreement
allows.
Audience evaluation follows the discussion of events. The evaluation section
includes important information on the various methods of collecting data to determine if
programs and events are successful or not. Each technique is broken down and discussed
for the reader's understanding. The evaluation section discusses target audiences, visitor
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experiences, and expanding the audience coming to the Confederate Reunion Grounds.
Including these will enable the reader to better understand methods that can grow the
engagement and audience at the CRG.
In the interpretive master plan, a bibliography provides the readers of the IMP a
list of materials that may help create interpretation or special programs. The bibliography
also gives resources that may help in understanding the history of the CRG and
surrounding communities and expand interpretive knowledge and best practices.
There are seven appendixes included in the IMP, named Appendix A through
Appendix G. Appendix A is a table of the interpretive resources available at the CRG.
These resources include extant and nonextant features of the historic site with item
descriptions. Appendix B is a timeline of notable events at the Confederate Reunion
Grounds and some well-known worldly events. The timeline helps visitors and readers of
the IMP document gain perspectives into the period of events at the CRG.
Appendix C is a map of the CRG that is given to visitors upon their arrival. The
map guides visitors to all of the text panels around the site and to the two hiking trails on
the property. The legend of the map displays icons for the visitor’s center, restrooms, and
parking areas. The inclusion of the map was to provide proof of meeting Maslow’s
psychological principles at the site, and to also give the reader an understanding of what
visitors receive when entering the historic site.
Not all IMPs could benefit from including it, but I did include the TEKS in
Appendix D, which are the teaching standards that teachers in Texas must follow. Many
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educators who utilize IMPs have a basic understanding of the TEKS and do not need
them explained. My reason for this addition is that the CRG staff does not have
experience in public education, nor would they know the process of looking up the TEKS
online. While TEKS tends to change yearly, the standards are not changed so much that I
would feel like this addition becomes unusable.
Appendix E provides a visuals representation of the themes that occur through the
interpretation at the CRG. I broke the themes down into charts with a central idea and
then offshoots of what contributes to that main idea. This visual representation is to help
the reader of the IMP further understand the meaning behind the themes.
Appendix F is related to programs at the site. Here, I broke the different events
down by bullet points and added resources for each event. For example, someone reading
the bullet points would be able to decipher that Archaeology Day is in October, a craft
would be clay pinch pots, and another activity would be a mock dig. The dig would
include items like bottles, buttons, and arrowheads. This information provided offers a
quick guide to past events if volunteers or current staff choose to do them again in the
future.
I also included an appendix for marketing strategies (G). This information serves
the purpose of helping staff using the IMP achieve the goal of reaching a diverse
audience through marketing. In this appendix, bullet points break down ideas on who to
reach out to for further promotion.
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Program Evaluation Sheets (H) were included for staff to reference and copy for
the use of programming. One form is a self-assessment form that would allow staff to
conclude if a program is relatable to the site. The second form is for visitor assessment,
which would allow the visitor to provide feedback on any given program.
IMP implementation is the last appendix in the IMP. This appendix contains a
table of recommendations with a list of the estimated cost associated with each goal. A
priority breakdown gives staff an idea of how quickly they should enact each
recommendation.
Through the writing process of this thesis project, I understand the Texas
Historical Commission's process when it comes to commissioning new interpretive
master plans for the historic sites. The THC staff does not write IMPs; in order to obtain a
neutral perspective on the site, they contract with document writers for the different
historic sites IMPs. THC staff are required to be a part of the process as this document is
being made as a resource for their benefit. Companies employed by the THC to write
these documents also have multiple people working on an individual IMP. As I wrote a
new IMP for the Confederate Reunion Grounds on my own, it is understandable why it
would require the cooperation of several individuals. For one thing, it is incredibly timeconsuming. When the THC contracts a company, the written contract states the
timeframe for writing the IMP. The amount of time granted to the company under Erin
McClelland, the person hired to write the IMP, was a year, from August 20, 2015, to
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August 20, 2016.19 Now, since I did take a full year to write to this new interpretive
master plan, I can only imagine how much more I could have gotten done if I had others
to help me within that time frame. The team that worked on the 2015 IMP for the
Reunion Grounds consisted of a group of 4: Rena Lawrence, Erin McClelland, Beth
Valenzuela, and Lauren Wilson. From a personal standpoint, since I am an employee of
the Texas Historical Commission and as a student, this project was overwhelming at
times. If different people could have broken up this project, the input and suggestions
written into this IMP could have been better. The outbreak of COVID-19 did not make
things any easier. Overall, this document created a needed learning experience that will
help me in my future endeavors as a public historian.
Moving forward, I would recommend several things before implementing this
specific document. Since stakeholder meetings allow communication between the site
and the local community, one suggestion is to schedule an additional stakeholder
meeting. This meeting should cover topics like future programs, research opportunities,
and other changes that may occur at the Confederate Reunion Grounds. My second
suggestion is that current staff partner with local institutions, such as the Gibbs Memorial
Library and the county clerk's office, to begin collecting and maintaining a digital
database of photos, camp documents, maps, deed records, and other files. After acquiring
these files, staff should add the documents to the THC digital database that all agency
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employees can access. These assets should also be made readily available to the public
for research purposes.
As a learning experience, this project demanded a demonstration of knowledge
gained during the course of my graduate school experience, and from what was learned
out in the field. The entire process of putting together an interpretive master plan uses
many, if not all of the attributes I gained. The historic research, knowledge of best
practices for operating a historic site (which also includes practices used for non-profits),
and general knowledge of the public history field aligned in creating this document. It
became evident that public historian must know a little bit of everything in order to
accomplish anything when working with museums or historic sites.20
Through my work, I was able to see that master planning can fit into any aspect of
public history. Good master planning allows museums and historic sites to create
programming and materials for the public. But excellent master planning may have the
ability to teach its reader how to connect with the community on a deeper level of
understanding. Through an excellent master planning process, a historic site can take
stakeholders from simply being people of input and create an invaluable resource of
leadership and volunteerism for programs, projects, and more. Having a community that
fully supports the site in every aspect outside of one meeting can be more resourceful
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than the IMP document ever could intend to be. From experience, it has become evident
that historic sites lack this.
To make this connection better and more fulfilling for everyone, the Confederate
Reunion Grounds needs to examine what it desires to become in the eyes of the
community. If staff are simply okay with being the place people come to fish, drive
around, look at text panels, and maybe show up for special events, then that is one thing.
If it wants to be a site that focuses on a reenactment-based reunion, that is one thing. But
it is simply up to staff to make an effort to decide how active the CRG can be within the
community. Hiding behind the idea of the perfect “Gathering Place” must come to an
end, and the acceptance of the proven fact that people of color and the lower class were
not invited to this gathering place needs to be brought to the surface. Once that idea is
fully accepted by staff, only then can the site begin to grow and evolve into a site that can
fully reach a diverse audience with a truly meaningful experience. Part of this acceptance
may come from the consideration of changing the name of the Confederate Reunion
Grounds back to the Joseph E. Johnston Camp no. 94. This change would be appropriate
for two different reasons. First, it is the original name of the camp and the name that the
site is listed under in the National Register of Historic Places. Secondly, the name Joseph
E. Johnston Camp no. 94 does not carry the negative memory that is associated with the
term “confederate. The change would allow the site to reach a wider audience base, as
many would-be visitors may not come to the historic simply because of its current name.
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The CRG teaches a success story of the Lost Cause and successful white
businessmen as it is now. And while interpretation of the Lost Cause is lacking, changes
can be made to create a quality experience for visitors. But that can change can only
happen if staff are willing to accept the whole history and use it. And utilizing this
interpretive master plan can help in the beginning steps of this process.
Interpretive master plans are living documents. TEKs will change, research may
prove some current interpretations different, staffing changes may occur, but the basic
information within the IMP will remain useful as long as the staff is willing to use it.
Above all, the most valuable asset to an IMP is the mission statement, and as long as the
information is provided to assist a historic site in programming and other interpretive
needs. As a capstone project, the lessons learned during the experience will be longlasting and valuable within the field of public history. Already, insights into stakeholders’
meetings, guiding research, and goal and strategy making have been put to work in my
own role as a site manager of a historic site.
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CONCLUSION
Site Implementation of the New IMP
The final step of the IMP process is for the site to implement the new master plan.
Staff must handle this process, but the document includes several goals and strategies to
follow. The IMP also lists other available resources that staff can use if needed, such as
themes, charts with assets of the sites, included text panels, extant and non-extant
features, and educational resources such as TEKS for school program planning.
The site should use the plan and follow the goals created to help the site move
forward with its interpretation process. The first goal mentioned in the plan is to expand
its volunteer program and create a docent manual. Because the staff at Confederate
Reunion Grounds is limited, this goal is especially important. The staff will benefit from
having reliable volunteers to help with special events. Staff can create connections with
local schools or colleges to find docents within the history or museum studies programs.
Students here will likely need or want volunteer hours to contribute to their college
classes and build their resumes. Another good source of volunteers may come from
church groups or local non-profit groups. Some of the already established Friends
Group's bylaws may have to be modified to include several mandatory volunteer hours
throughout the year as a requirement.
The second goal mentioned in the IMP is about conducting research. Staff should
frequently conduct research to improve programs and interpretation and add to the site's
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background resources. The digitization of as many resources as possible is a fundamental
objective of this goal. The digitization process should be done not only for ease of access
but also for resource safety. The arson event at the Gibbs Memorial Library in 2019 has
shown that protecting these documents is a critical practice.
The third goal of the IMP is to expand the use of technology at the site. In terms of
technology, museum and historic sites continue to advance as time goes by. Staff at the
CRG could efficiently utilize those advances. An example would be an audio tour. Prior
to the elimination of the educator position, this tour was in the works. The site manager
saved this data, and although it is an unfinished resource, the current staff could finish the
preliminary work and record an audio tour with minimal effort.
Goal four states that staff should explore the use of interpretive devices that will
convey the location, layout, and extent of campsites and buildings. Finding resources to
achieve this goal may seem complicated. However, a simple solution to consider is laying
down a wood frame with a QR code that links to information about a place on the site
where there is no longer evidence of a building. Using this type of interpretation, staff
members can teach visitors about the site's long-gone resources, which have gone
unnoticed in the past.
To put the ideas mentioned above into practice, program development will have
to occur by staff that has no formal training for this type of job. Due to this, the IMP
includes a list of past programming that staff can access. The THC has a database that
links all the sites files together in one space. The staff can look at programs from IMP,
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find the digital files on the program, see what resources are needed, and then duplicate
the program. The process does not have to end there.
Current staff should seek coaching for interpretation and professional
development through the National Association of Interpretation or NAI. The THC has
certified staff members to present this kind of programming. When a program occurs,
CRG staff should participate.
Implementing the IMP may seem like a daunting process. The text incorporates a
variety of themes and frameworks to help the implementation process go smoothly. The
main idea for this new IMP was to create a resource that current staff could look at to
gain ideas or confirmation about site features, goals, and themed activities. There is no
requirement for staff to develop big, bold ideas that must go into effect in this document.
No IMP should cause stress but instead should be a beacon of affirmation. So, what
should staff do when presented with the new IMP? First, they should get acquainted with
the document by reading through it, noting things they believe are the most helpful. Staff
should refer back to the document whenever programming new events to ensure that
appropriate themes and interpretations apply.
Besides learning about the IMP process, the rigorous amount of research, and the
time spent putting the process together, I have been left with more knowledge other than
writing a thesis capstone project. Working with other staff members of the THC has
helped me make even more connections that I tied back into the IMP. Ideas, such as the
Stakeholders List mentioned in Chapter Two, would never have occurred to me if it were
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not for other staff working with me not only on the CRG IMP but also on the Sam Bell
Maxey IMP. Working with the THC staff helped me outline and create new ideas for the
project. The more insight I got from other site managers, the more I could detail ideas
that site managers wanted to see in an IMP for their sites.
As my IMP writing process comes to an end, it has left me with the knowledge I
will be using in my immediate future. Having been in the process of reviewing the IMP
for the Confederate Reunion Grounds also made me aware of the downfalls of the IMP at
the Sam Bell Maxey House. With my involvement in the process for my thesis project, I
will be confident in my abilities to prepare staff at the Maxey House for the IMP process
there. Knowing the differences between simply being a staff member and being a
contracted writer are also enlightening and, honestly, less stressful. In any case, I have a
clear picture of what I would like to see achieved within the stakeholder meetings and
other discussions with THC staff moving forward. It will be nice to see an IMP process
done through a professional company and gain insight into their process versus the
process I did for this thesis project.
While I am proud of my work, I do have a complete understanding that it is not
perfect, and other people may have done a few things differently. If I could have done
one thing with better quality, it would have been a complete visual timeline of events at
the CRG. Timelines are one thing many THC sites include, and it is a valuable resource
for IMPs. However, not having access to proper resources led to the lack of information
in the timeline that I was able to include in the IMP.
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Nevertheless, with failure comes success. When I started this project, I was unsure what I
could add to an IMP that the past contributors did not. The moment I realized that my
insider knowledge was valuable and could translate into goals and strategies, this helped
boost my confidence in the project. Not only was that experience put into the plan, but so
was my experience as a teacher. It was a last-minute decision to add TEKS standards to
the IMP. I did this because all staff, even educator staff, may not be acquainted with these
standards. Having them already put into the plan seemed like a good idea for future
educational programs. If it works for public school teachers, it can also work for historic
site staff.
In reality, this plan is unlikely to become the new CRG IMP. The Texas Historical
Commission has various rules and guidelines strictly followed to maintain specific
standards. Being a staff member within the THC rules out the chance of this particular
IMP becoming operative. Suppose the CRG was to receive a budget line to have a new
IMP commissioned. In that case, then-current staff knowing of this document could
utilize it for elements they wish to implement with whichever company they contracted
for the job. But gaining a budget for a new IMP can take years, especially for a site such
as the CRG with low visitation and two full-time staff members. If money were available,
it would probably go to a higher priority site. That statement does not mean that this
project was done in vain or without merit. While it may never be an official document, it
still has the potential to help current staff if I were asked my opinion on program
development or if staff wanted an unofficial document to keep for their records.
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Interpretive master planning has a prominent role to play in historic sites. This living
document is a foundation that helps build the site's interpretation and programs. For the
Confederate Reunion Grounds State Historic Site, an interpretative master plan can mean
the difference between little program activity and community involvement, and
maximum efficiency.
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